
GSM Gate Opener – How it works 
The GSM Gate Opener is a system that is similar in operation to a mobile phone  connected to 
the main gate. The GSM Opener  phone no is 0406 116 014.   When called, it will reject the call ( 
with  no cost  to the caller ) and at the  time of the call rejection , it sends a phone  signal which 
then  opens the gate. For the gate to operate, the number of the caller must be registered in the 
“address book” of the GSM Opener. If your phone number is not in the “address book” of the 
GSM opener the call is not  accepted, and unable to be  recognized resulting with  the fact that 
the  gate WILL NOT OPEN.   By the same token, if you hide or block your number and again the 
system is unable  to identify the caller,  GSM Opener will not open the Gate.  Each person 
requiring GSM access to the complex must be “recorded”  in the address book of the GSM 
Opener in order to gain entry to Surfers Views.  A registered  resident   can only open the gate by 
calling the GSM opener from either their landline phone or their mobile phone. Similarly,  family 
members / regular visitors can  also be registered in the address book of the GSM opener 
without any comprise of security.   Unexpected visitors would be required to have their host 
resident call the GSM opener on their behalf and  open the gate for them. As mentioned 
above,  Land line phone numbers can also be used. The GSM  Opener could be used as the 
secondary means of opening the gate,  taking approximately 8 seconds for any phone to,  dial 
the number,  find a network, connect and ring once. The main advantage is the GSM Opener can 
open the gate from anywhere within  mobile coverage of the users phone  (eg. your Surfers 
Views unit or Perth !). 

	


